RESEARCH REVIEW COMMITTEE PROCESS FLOW CHART

APPLICATION RECEIVED BY BAPS, REVIEWED BY CHAIR OF RRC

CHAIR ASSURES THAT APPLICATION IS READY FOR REVIEW

POSSIBLE COMMITTEE DECISIONS:

A. NOT RECOMMENDED
B. RECOMMENDED WITH REQUIRED CHANGES
C. PROJECT RECOMMENDED

RRC CHAIR SUBMITS APPLICATION TO REVIEW COMMITTEE FOR DECISION

RESEARCHER REVISES AND RESUBMITS TO RRC

RESEARCHER SENDS APPLICATION TO PRINCIPAL(S) FOR SITE APPROVAL

PRINCIPAL(S) APPROVE STUDY FOR IMPLEMENTATION

RESEARCHER COORDINATES WITH SITE DESIGNEE TO COLLECT CONSENT FORMS AND DATA

PRINCIPAL(S) DO NOT APPROVE FOR IMPLEMENTATION

RESEARCHER DELIVERS RESULTS TO CHAIR OF RRC AT CONCLUSION OF STUDY

CHAIR ASSURES THAT APPLICATION IS READY FOR REVIEW

APPLICATION RECEIVED BY BAPS, REVIEWED BY CHAIR OF RRC